received rituximab treatment in response to a severe obstructive ventilatory defect and, thus, our results do not preclude
the potential efficacy of rituximab in less severe BO. Further
studies are needed to determine whether rituximab is a valuable therapeutic option in chronic lung GVHD.
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Exclusive viral wheeze and allergic wheeze: evidence
for discrete phenotypes
To the Editors:
There is a broad consensus that childhood wheezing illness
consists of several distinct disease entities, but there is no
agreement on their number or underlying mechanisms [1].
Commonly used phenotypic classifications are based on
clinical or epidemiological criteria [2–6], and there has been
little work focusing on causal mechanisms [1, 6, 7].
Trigger factors for wheezing episodes might be indicators of
such mechanisms. In young children, wheeze is commonly
triggered by respiratory viral infections (colds), physical factors associated with increased breathing (exercise, laughing,
crying and excitement) or allergens (aeroallergens and food
allergens). These triggers are increasingly used to define
asthma phenotypes in young children [3, 5]. Despite this,
there are few data on the way in which these triggers change in
importance with age or whether different classes of triggers are
independent. A close association between different classes
of triggers in the same children would suggest a common
underlying mechanism while a lack of association might reflect
472
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independent causal mechanisms. In this analysis, we describe
changes in the prevalence of different parent-reported triggers
of wheeze by age in 1–9 yr olds and report statistical
associations between different classes of triggers (exercise,
allergens and infection).
We used data from the Leicestershire Cohort Studies, a
population-based random sample of children living in Leicestershire, UK [8]. The children were recruited in 1998 at an
age of 1–4 yrs and were followed up in 1999, 2001, 2003 and
2006. In each survey, their parents completed a postal
questionnaire asking detailed questions about respiratory
symptoms during the previous 12 months and environmental
exposures. The Leicestershire Health Authority Research
Ethics Committee (Leicester, UK) approved the study.
For ages 1, 4, 6 and 9 yrs, we assessed the prevalence of different
classes of triggers of wheeze and their combinations among
children reporting any wheeze in the previous 12 months. We
considered the following classes of triggers reported by parents:
exercise (running/playing and/or laughing/crying/excitement),
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY JOURNAL

TABLE 1

Proportion of children with current wheeze who
reported different trigger factors (exercise,
allergens and infection) by age
Age yrs
1

4

6

9

Subjects n

1447

612

471

290

Any trigger (exercise,

95.7

94.6

95.3

94.8

allergens or infection)
Exercise

35.5

44.0

48.6

36.9

Allergens

7.5

24.8

34.8

62.4

Infection

94.1

90.0

89.0

81.0

Exercise

1.2

2.5

1.7

2.1

Allergens

0.2

1.1

3.4

9.0

Infection

57.1

41.3

33.6

21.0
2.8

Combination of triggers

Exercise and allergens

0.1

1.0

1.3

Exercise and infection

29.9

26.0

25.3

9.3

Allergens and infection

2.8

8.2

9.8

27.9

Exercise, allergens and infection

4.3

14.5

20.4

22.8

Data are presented as %, unless otherwise stated. Exercise: running/playing
and/or laughing/crying/excitement; allergens: food/drink and/or pollen/grass;
infection: colds.

allergens (food/drink and/or pollen/grass) and infection (colds).
For each age, we assessed associations between the three classes
of triggers using log-linear models [9], which included main
effects for each of the classes and interaction terms for each pair of
classes: exercise and allergens; exercise and infection; and
allergens and infection. For any pair of trigger classes, A and B,
these models yield the odds ratio (OR) for having A when B is
present compared to when B is absent (the roles of A and B can be
interchanged). For each pair of classes, we tested whether this OR
was equal to 1, meaning that the presence of one trigger did not

TABLE 2

affect the presence of the other (independence of the classes). The
data were analysed using STATA, version 11.0 (StataCorp,
Austin, TX, USA) and models were fitted using the ‘‘Poisson’’
command.
Respiratory symptom information was available for 4,102,
3,143, 3,038 and 1,858 children aged 1, 4, 6 and 9 yrs,
respectively. Current wheeze (in the previous 12 months)
was reported by 36, 20, 16 and 16% of these children,
respectively. We found a steep decrease with age in the
proportion of children with current wheeze who reported that
their wheezing episodes were triggered by infection only (from
57% at age 1 yr to 21% at age 9 yrs), or by both infection and
exercise (from 30% to 9%, respectively) (table 1). In contrast,
we found an increase with age in the proportion of wheezers
reporting that episodes were triggered by allergens only (from
0.2% to 9%), allergens and exercise (from 0.1 to 3%), or all three
triggers (from 4% to 23%) at age 1 yr and 9 yrs, respectively
(table 1). The log-linear models with interaction terms for each
pair of classes fitted the data reasonably well (all p-values for
goodness of fit were .0.1) (table 2). We found a significant
positive association between exercise and allergens at ages 1, 4
and 6 yrs, and between exercise and infection at ages 1, 6, and
9 yrs. The triggers allergens and infection were not associated
with each other at ages 1, 4 and 9 yrs; the association at age
6 yrs tended to be negative (table 2).
The results of this large, population-based cohort study
showed considerable age-related changes in the relative importance of trigger factors for wheeze in children, which
should be considered in clinical or epidemiological studies, for
instance when designing questionnaires or defining inclusion
criteria for a trial. We found significant positive associations
between exercise- and allergen-related triggers, and between
exercise- and infection-related triggers. For each of these pairs,
the odds for one trigger class were two to three times higher in
the presence of the other class than in its absence. No positive
associations were found between allergen- and infectionrelated trigger factors. This strengthens the body of evidence
that suggests that viral wheeze and allergen-induced (often

Association between different classes of triggers

Interaction terms

Age yrs
1

4

6

9

OR

p-value

OR

p-value

OR

p-value

OR

p-value

Exercise 6 allergens

2.86

,0.001

2.72

,0.001

2.50

,0.001

1.60

0.071

Exercise 6 infection

1.86

0.018

1.53

0.143

3.26

,0.001

1.93

0.053

Allergens 6 infection

1.14

0.784

1.12

0.728

0.54

0.051

0.97

GOF p-value#

0.829

0.543

0.138

0.914
0.211

Coefficients and p-values of interactions terms between pairs of triggers are shown. Exercise: running/playing and/or laughing/crying/excitement; allergens: food/drink
and/or pollen/grass; infection: colds. The model included main effects for exercise, allergens and infection, and the presented interaction terms between classes of
triggers. OR 1 means that the presence of one trigger does not affect the presence of the other (independence of the classes). GOF: goodness of fit. #: p-values close to
1 indicate good fit while p,0.1 indicates poor fit; GOF tests are based on the deviance statistic and compare the presented models with the saturated models that include
three-way interaction.
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FIGURE 1.

Triggers and inducers: model of possible mechanisms. BHR:

bronchial hyperresponsiveness. #: in susceptible individuals.

called multiple-trigger) wheeze are indeed distinct disease
entities [3–5, 10]. However, a clear limitation of the study is the
fact that the results are based on parental report of triggers.
Replication of the study or the analysis using alternative
methods of documentation would be beneficial.
Our findings provide support for an old concept proposing
that infection and allergy can cause airway narrowing in
susceptible individuals, either by acting directly (as trigger
factors) or by induction of bronchial hyperresponsiveness (as
inducing factors). Exercise, in contrast, is merely a trigger,
which leads to airway narrowing only in the presence of
bronchial hyperresponsiveness caused by other factors (fig. 1).
Finally and most importantly, our observation that there was
no evidence of dependence between viral and allergic triggers
suggests that the mechanisms underlying allergen- and
infection-related wheeze might be independent. This supports
the notion that exclusive viral wheeze and allergic wheeze are
distinct phenotypes which differ in their aetiology [10]. This
work should lead to further metabolomic and physiological
studies in order to confirm the characteristics of different
phenotypes of wheezing disease in young children.
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Who misses the second step of evaluation in
tuberculosis contact screening?
To the Editors:
Assessment of people likely to have been recently infected with
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is important because of the risk to
these people of progressing to active tuberculosis (TB) within
1–2 yrs [1]. In Portugal, contact investigation is an integral part
474
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of the TB control programme, enabling the identification and
treatment of individuals with latent TB infection (LTBI), thus
preventing active TB.
National guidelines require a two-step evaluation of pulmonary TB contacts, with the first step being performed at the
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY JOURNAL

